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Fibrillar adhesives composed of fibers with non-circular cross-sections and contacts, including squares

and rectangles, offer advantages that include a larger real contact area when arranged in arrays and

simplicity in fabrication. However, they typically have a lower adhesion strength compared to circular

pillars due to a stress concentration at the corner of the non-circular contact. We investigate the

adhesion of composite pillars with circular, square and rectangular cross-sections each consisting of a

stiff pillar terminated by a thin compliant layer at the tip. Finite element mechanics modeling is used to

assess differences in the stress distribution at the interface for the different geometries and the adhesion

strength of different shape pillars is measured in experiments. The composite fibrillar structure results in

a favorable stress distribution on the adhered interface that shifts the crack initiation site away from the

edge for all of the cross-sectional contact shapes studied. The highest adhesion strength achieved

among the square and rectangular composite pillars with various tip layer thicknesses is approximately

65 kPa. This is comparable to the highest strength measured for circular composite pillars and is about

6.5� higher than the adhesion strength of a homogenous square or rectangular pillar. The results

suggest that a composite fibrillar adhesive structure with a local stress concentration at a corner can

achieve comparable adhesion strength to a fibrillar structure without such local stress concentrations if

the magnitude of the corner stress concentrations are sufficiently small such that failure does not

initiate near the corners, and the magnitude of the peak interface stress away from the edge and the tip

layer thickness are comparable.

1. Introduction

Fibrillar adhesives with enhanced and repeatable adhesion via
secondary bonds, including van der Waals forces, have applica-
tions ranging from robotic grasping in manufacturing1,2 to
climbing robots3 to micro-transfer printing.4–6 To enhance
the adhesion of an individual fiber in a fibrillar adhesive, the
shape and composition of the fiber can be tailored to offer a
more uniform stress distribution at the adhered interface. Geckos
have been the main source of inspiration from nature7–18 to
achieve enhanced dry adhesion. Mushroom-shaped fibers,
which mimic the spatula-shaped structures on the Geckos’

foot, redistribute stress at the adhered interfaces, resulting in
high effective adhesion strength.19 This has been demonstrated
in synthetic fibers and pillar structures with dimensions in the
order of micrometers4,20 and millimeters.13

Elastic heterogeneity has also been used to increase the dry
adhesion strength of fibers to surfaces.14,21 Composite pillars
consisting of a stiff core and a soft shell were shown to result in
a favorable stress distribution at the adhered interface and an
increase in effective adhesion strength.22–25 The location of the
highest stress at the adhered interface depends on the thick-
ness of the soft shell/layer of the composite pillar, t, relative to
the pillar radius R, the ratio of the Young’s modulus of the core
and shell, and the shape of the core.21–23 Experimental studies
of various types of composite pillars have shown adhesion
enhancements from 3� to 9� on millimeter and sub-millimeter
pillars depending on the geometry, Young’s modulus ratio, and
size.21–24 Recently, heterogeneous fibers with high adhesion
strength have also been found in nature; specifically, the setae
of the ladybird beetle have a significant modulus gradient with
the base being about 105 stiffer than the tip.26

While fibrillar adhesives have been extensively studied and
it is widely acknowledged that the size and longitudinal shape
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(e.g., flat-ended pillar, mushroom, spherical tip, etc.) of the
fibers significantly affect the adhesion strength,17,20,27–30 little
attention has been paid to the effect of the cross-sectional
contact shape of the fibers on the adhesion strength. Most
fibrillar adhesives in nature have axisymmetric cross-sections
and contact shapes;12 similarly, most artificial fibrillar adhe-
sives are also comprised of fibers with circular cross-sections
and contact shapes.20,31 There are only a few reports of fibers
with non-circular contact areas. Kwak et al.32 studied fiber
arrays with triangular contacts to achieve directionally-
dependent shear adhesion. Kim et al.4 reported square
mushroom-shaped posts and Minsky and Turner24 reported
composite pillars with square cross-sections. In both of these
reports, square contacts were used to match the shape of the
semiconductor chips in a microtransfer printing process. The
main advantage of circular contact over others is that fibers
with non-circular/elliptical contacts generally have corners at
which there are stress concentrations that facilitate crack
initiation at low loads. Stress concentrations are widely
observed and considered in designing many structural applica-
tions. For example, a square joint is commonly observed to fail
at the corner and thus it is common practice to add a fillet to
the corner to reduce the stress concentration.33,34 However,
fibrillar adhesives with non-circular contacts, especially square
or rectangle, have advantages. First, in many applications,
arrays of fibers rather than a single fiber are needed. Square
or rectangle fibers can be more closely packed and have a larger
real contact area compared to fibers with circular contacts.
Second, in pick-and-place applications, such as microtransfer
printing of semiconductor chips, the components being
manipulated are often squares or rectangles and it is desirable
to match the shape of the components.6,35 Moreover, square or
rectangular fibers allow alternative fabrication methods,
such as cutting along straight lines, to be used to produce
fiber arrays from simple flat sheets. Thus, it is important to

understand the adhesion strength of fibers with non-circular
cross sections and contact areas, and identify approaches to
enhance the adhesion strength of these fibers.

In this study, composite pillars21–25 with different cross-
sectional contact shapes are investigated through finite ele-
ment (FE) mechanics models and experiments. The structures
studied are shown in Fig. 1 and consist of a PDMS pillar
(Young’s modulus of 2 MPa) terminated by a thin layer of more
compliant Ecoflex-50 (Young’s modulus of 72 kPa) at the tip.
Pillars with circular, square and rectangular cross-sections
(Fig. 1(b)) are investigated. The experiments were carried out
on pillars with characteristic widths of a few millimeters; these
pillars are larger than typical fibers in fibrillar adhesives but
were used here because they allow for detailed observation of
the failure process at the interface, thus facilitating a funda-
mental understanding of the adhesion mechanics.

2. Materials and methods
2.1. Pillar fabrication

The composite pillars are made of two soft materials commonly
used in soft robotics applications: Ecoflex-50 and PDMS.36

A thin Ecoflex layer is attached to a stiffer PDMS pillar to form
the composite structure. Fig. 2 shows the fabrication process
for a PDMS pillar (Sylgard 184, 10 : 1, Dow Corning Corporation)
terminated by a thin Ecoflex layer (1 : 1, Smooth-On, Inc.). Both
uncured elastomers undergo centrifugal mixing and degassing
before casting. First, a thin layer of PDMS is spin-coated on a
thick aluminum wafer (chosen because of the subsequent CO2

laser patterning process) and cured at 90 1C for one hour.
A layer of Ecoflex-50 is then spin-coated onto the cured PDMS
layer under different spinning conditions to obtain samples
with a range of thicknesses (105 mm to 462 mm). The Ecoflex-50
layer is cured at 80 1C for 20 minutes and then covered with
VHB adhesive tape (3M, Inc.) to protect the surface during the
subsequent laser patterning step. The layer stack is patterned
with a CO2 laser (Epilog Helix 24, 75 Watts) (Fig. S1 and S2
(ESI†) show images of the laser cut Ecoflex-PDMS layer). Par-
tially cured PDMS is used to bond the composite structure to a
homogenous PDMS pillar that was molded separately. The
structure is assembled, pressed together, and cured at room
temperature for 24 hours. Finally, the VHB tape is removed. Pillars
with circular (R = 3.5 mm), square (L = 3.5 mm) and rectangular
(W = 1.75 mm and L = 4.2 mm) cross-sections and overall height
H = 12 mm were fabricated. Fig. 2(c) shows an image of a typical
fabricated structure with a rectangular cross-section.

2.2. Adhesion tests

The maximum adhesion force (i.e., pull-off force) between each
composite pillar and a standard glass microscope slide was
measured using an Instron 5969 test system with a 50 N load
cell. The composite pillar was mounted using a 3D-printed
fixture and displaced normal to the glass substrate in displace-
ment control. In all tests, the pillar was brought into contact at
a rate of 2 mm s�1, held at a compressive preload of 60 kPa for

Fig. 1 Pillar geometries considered (the dark gray region is stiffer than the
light gray region): (a) side view of the pillars and (b) different cross-
sectional contact shapes: circular, square and rectangular.
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2 minutes, and then retracted at 20 mm s�1. The pull-off force
was defined as the peak force measured during retraction. The
crack initiation and propagation during pillar detachment from
the glass substrate were imaged using a digital camera. The
camera was placed below the glass such that the pillar-glass
interface could be imaged.

Throughout this paper, the ‘‘adhesion strength’’ of pillars is
calculated as sadh = FP/A, where FP is the measured pull-off force
and A is the nominal contact area of the pillar. This adhesion
strength represents the average stress on the interface at pull-
off and is not an intrinsic property of the interface as the stress
distribution at the interface is non-uniform; regardless it
provides a useful measure of the load capacity of the pillar
per area which is of primary interest in applications of dry
adhesives. Many previous reports on the adhesion of pillar and
fiber contacts also describe performance in terms of adhesion
strength as is done here.21–25

2.3. Finite element modeling

FE modeling was performed using Abaqus Standard (Abaqus
2016, Providence, RI) to investigate the stress distribution at
the adhered interface for pillars with different cross-section
geometries. The composite pillars shown in Fig. 1 with overall
height H = 12 mm and compliant tip layers with thickness, t,
varying from 70 mm to 6.65 mm, were investigated. Simulations
were also run for homogenous pillars (since the interfacial
stress distribution is independent of the Young’s modulus, the
stress distributions are the same for homogenous compliant
(H = t = 12 mm) and homogenous stiff pillars (H = 12 mm,
t = 0 mm)). Pillars with circle (R = 3.5 mm), square (L = 3.5 mm)
and rectangle (W = 1.75 mm and L = 4.2 mm) cross sections
were considered. A 2D axisymmetric model was used for the
circular pillars and 3D models were used for the square and
rectangular pillars. Materials are modeled as linear elastic: the

Young’s modulus and Poisson ratio of the compliant tip layer is
E1 = 72 kPa, v1 = 0.499 (Ecoflex-50) and the Young’s modulus
and Poisson ratio of the stiff portion of the pillar is E2 = 2 MPa,
v2 = 0.499 (PDMS).22,24 Note, Ecoflex is a hyperelastic material
and, thus the behavior may deviate from a linear elastic model
at high strains. A comparison between a hyperelastic model
and a linear elastic model for circular pillars is shown in Fig. S3
(ESI†). The results in Fig. S3 (ESI†) show that the trend in stress
distribution as a function of t/R is not significantly different for
the two constitutive models, thus the discussion in the manu-
script is limited to linear elastic results. The bottom interface of
the pillar is fixed in all directions to model adhesion to a rigid
flat substrate. The top interface of the pillar was displaced
equally in the z-direction with no other displacement allowed
which simulates the condition of the pillar being attached to a
rigid support plate. Axisymmetric quadrilateral elements
(CAX4H) were used to mesh the axisymmetric models for the
circular pillars and 3D hexahedral elements (C3D8H) were used
to mesh the 3D models for the square and rectangular pillars.
For all models, the mesh near the contact interface and the free
edge was refined, and mesh convergence was performed with
further refinement resulting in less than 0.3% difference in the
average normal stress. Approximately 1.3 � 105 to 4.3 � 105

elements were used over the range of layer thickness studied
here for the 2D axisymmetric model and approximately 3.2 �
105 to 6.3 � 105 elements were used for the 3D models.

Generally, for an adhered pillar structure, a high stress is
generated at the edge of the interface in the form of stress with
a singularity described as szz = Kdn, where K is the magnitude of
singularity, d is the distance from the edge and n is a negative
exponent ranging from �0.5 to 0.37 Failure is often observed to
initiate from this singularity dominated region and the magnitude
of the singularity, K, is widely used as a failure criterion to predict
edge-initiated failure.25,37–43

Fig. 2 (a) Composite pillar fabrication process. (b) Schematic of a rectangular composite pillar. (c) Picture of a rectangular composite pillar.
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3. Results and discussion
3.1. Circular pillars

The results for pillars with circular contacts, as they are the
most extensively studied fibrillar geometry in the literature, are
presented first. Fig. 3(a) shows the experimentally measured
adhesion strength and experimentally observed location of
crack initiation as a function of t/R for pillars with circular
contacts. As t/R decreases from 3.4 (which corresponds to a
homogenous Ecoflex pillar) to 0.034, the measured adhesion
strength first increases then decreases; the maximum adhesion
strength of 65 kPa is achieved at t/R = 0.06 which is 5.7� higher
than that of a homogenous Ecoflex circular pillar. Moreover, in
the experiments, the location of crack initiation is observed to
shift from the edge to the center and finally to a location
between the center and edge as t/R is decreased. It has been
observed that the thickness of a confined soft layer can change
the interfacial failure mode and that failure can occur from an
edge crack, an internal crack, cavitation, or fingering.44 Such a
change in failure mechanism was reported in previous studies
for composite pillars. Fischer et al.23 and Balijepalli et al.25

observed a drop in adhesion strength when the failure mode
changed from an edge crack to fingering as the tip layer
thickness was reduced. A change of the failure mechanism
from an edge crack to an internal crack has also been pre-
viously observed with decreasing tip layer thickness, resulting
in an increase in adhesion strength.22,23,25 Here, we also
observe a change in failure mechanism from an edge crack to
an internal crack, but we observe a non-monotonic trend in
adhesion strength with tip layer thickness in the regime where
failure occurs via an internal crack.

As the normal stress distribution at the interface is critical
for determining adhesion strength,17,22,27,28,45 we show
FE-calculated normal stress distributions at the interface for
various t/R in Fig. 3(b) to understand the behavior observed in
the experiments. The stress distribution near edge of the pillar
contact is replotted in Fig. 3(c) on a logarithmic scale to
highlight the details of the stress singularity near the edge.
The linear region in this logarithmic plot indicates the edge
singularity dominated region, and the slope and intercept of

this line on this logarithmic scale are n and log K in the
aforementioned equation: szz = Kdn.25,37

When t/R is reduced from 3.43 toB0.15, the normal stress is
reduced near the contact edge and is increased in the center of
the contact (Fig. 3(b) and (c)). The experimentally observed
increase in adhesion strength and shift in crack initiation site
from edge to center as t/R decreases to B0.15 is due to this
redistribution of the stress as noted in previous studies.22,25 For
t/R less thanB0.15, the normal stress near the edge is relatively
insensitive to t/R (Fig. 3(c)), but the stress at the center
of the pillar decreases with decreasing t/R (Fig. 3(b)). When
t/RoB0.06, a local maximum in the stress is observed at a site
between the edge and the center. With decreasing t/R below
0.06, the magnitude of the stress at the local maximum
increases and the location of the local maximum moves
towards the edge. As discussed in the ESI,† (eqn. (S1)–(S5)),
the adhesion strength can be increased by having the crack
initiate at an internal site away from the edge, minimizing the
magnitude of the peak stress away from the edge, and reducing
the thickness of the soft layer. For the circular composite pillar
with the highest adhesion strength, t/R = 0.06, the stress near
the edge is sufficiently low for the crack to initiate away from
the edge, as observed in the experiments. Moreover, the
t/R = 0.06 pillar also has the lowest internal peak stress among
all the t/R investigated (see Fig. 3(b)). Decreasing t/R below
0.06 results in a thinner tip layer but the peak stress away from
the edge increases and the position of the local maximum
moves closer to the edge (Fig. 3(b)). This leads to a reduction
of the adhesion strength, as observed in experiments at
t/R o 0.06. Additional FE simulations show that the trend of
the stress distribution as a function of t/R is similar for composite
pillars with different elastic modulus ratios, but the value of t/R to
reach a specific stress distribution decreases as the elastic
modulus mismatch of the materials increases (Fig. S4, ESI†).
From both experiment and FE results, it is evident that the
adhesion strength of composite circular pillars does not change
monotonically with t/R and that there is an optimal t/R ratio. As
eqn (S1) (ESI†) suggests, the crack initiation position and the
exact t/R ratios that divide the three crack initiation regimes
(i.e., edge, center, between edge and center) are determined by

Fig. 3 Experimental and FE results for pillars with circular contacts with different t/R ratios: (a) experimentally measured adhesion strength, which is
calculated as the pull-force divided by the nominal contact area (experimentally observed location of crack initiation is denoted by different colors as
marked in the legend). (b) Normal stress distribution at the adhered interface. (c) Normal stress distribution at the adhered interface near the edge.
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both the stress distribution and the initial defect distribution
at the interfaces which depend on various factors including
material properties, fabrication precision and substrate
roughness.22,24

3.2. Square and rectangular pillars

The FE-calculated normal stress distributions at the adhered
interface for composite square and rectangular pillars with
various t/L ratios are shown in Fig. 4. Due to the symmetry of

Fig. 4 Normal stress distribution at the adhered interface of pillars with (a)–(d) square and (e)–(h) rectangular contacts (W = 0.42L). One quarter of the
pillar is shown. Results for different t/L ratios (left and bottom boundaries represent symmetry): (a) and (e) t/L= 0.2. (b) and (f) t/L= 0.1. (c) and (g) t/L= 0.06.
(d) and (h) t/L= 0.02. Note: color scale is logarithmic.

Fig. 5 Normal stress distribution at the adhered interface of pillars with square contacts and various t/L: (a) normal stress distribution along the diagonal
line (y = 451). (b) Normal stress distribution near the edge along the diagonal line (y = 451). (c) Normal stress distribution along the center line (y = 01).
(d) Normal stress distribution near the edge along the center line (y = 01).
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the square and rectangular pillars, only a quarter of the pillar
was simulated and is shown. The normal stress distributions in
Fig. 4 demonstrate that the value of the t/L modifies the overall
stress distribution at the adhered interface for a pillar with non-
circular contact and the trend is similar to that of a circular
pillar (Fig. 3). The stress at the center increases as t/L is reduced
and further reduction beyond a critical t/L then leads to a
higher peak stress at a location between the center and the
edge. Since the main difference between a circular pillar and a
square pillar is the presence of the sharp corner, the normal
stress distributions along a diagonal line (y = 451) from the
center of the square pillars is shown in Fig. 5 to provide insight
into the stress near the corner. The normal stress distributions
along the axis of the symmetry passing through the mid-edge
points (i.e., a line from the center at y = 01) of the square are
also shown in Fig. 5. Notably, the stress distributions along the
center line of the square (y = 01) (Fig. 5) are nearly the same as
those for a circular pillar (Fig. 3) for t/R = t/L. The changes to the
stress distributions with varying t/L along the diagonal line
(Fig. 5(a) and (b)) are similar to the changes in the stress
distribution along the center line (Fig. 5(c) and (d)) of square
pillars and circular pillars with varying t/R (Fig. 3), and the
stress near the corner is reduced by reducing t/L. This indicates
that a square or rectangular composite pillar with a sufficiently
small t/L can have enhanced adhesion compared to a homo-
genous pillar with same cross-section geometry.

While the above suggests a square or rectangular composite
pillar can achieve enhanced adhesion relative to a homogenous
pillar with the same cross-section, the square or rectangular
composite pillars may still fail from the corner and have lower
adhesion strength compared to a circular composite pillar. Due
to the presence of the sharp corner, the negative exponent n of
the stress singularity in equation szz = Kdn along the diagonal
line is smaller than the corresponding exponent along the
center line (i.e., the slope of the linear regions in Fig. 5(b) is
steeper than the slope of the linear regions in Fig. 5(d)). As a
result, the corner is still the highest stress concentration site on

the contact perimeter of a square or rectangular composite
pillar and the stress (Fig. 5(d)) is higher than the stress near the
edge of a circular pillar (Fig. 3(c)) for a given t/L = t/R. If the
crack initiates at the corner, then the adhesion strength of a
square or rectangular pillar is always expected to be lower
than that of the corresponding composite circular pillar with
t/L = t/R. For square or rectangular composite pillars to have
comparable adhesion strength to the circular pillars, it is thus
essential to ensure that the stress at the corner is low enough
for the crack initiation site to be at a location away from the
corner, and the magnitude of the peak interface stress away
from the edge and the tip layer thickness are comparable. Since
the above discussion is based on the effect of the interface
stress distribution on adhesion strength, it provides general
guidance to avoid a reduction in adhesion strength in fibrillar
adhesives with local stress concentrations (e.g., non-circular
contacts, local defects).

Fig. 6 Experimentally measured adhesion strength as a function of t/L: (a) square pillars and (b) rectangular pillars (W = 0.42L). Circular pillar data from
Fig. 3(a) with t/R = t/L is shown as the gray circles for comparison. Experimentally observed location of crack initiation is denoted by different colors.

Fig. 7 A sequence of images presented as a binary black-gray images
showing how failure progresses at the adhered interface for rectangular
pillars with t/L = 0.06. The gray regions are the regions on the interface
that have delaminated, and the black regions are the regions on the
interface that are in contact. The sequence of images shows different
time points in the test and were chosen to show (a) nucleation, (b) growth
and (c) merging of voids, ultimately resulting in (d) partial detachment and
eventual interface failure. The dimensions of the adhered interface shown
in each of these images is 8.4 � 3.5 mm. (Original images of the interface
are shown in Fig. S5, ESI†).
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Adhesion measurements were performed on square and
rectangular composite pillars, and the results are shown in
Fig. 6. Due to the similarity in the stress distribution between
square or rectangular and circular pillars as discussed above,
the trend in adhesion strength as a function of t/L is similar to
that of circular pillars: as t/L decreases, the adhesion strength
first increases then decreases and the crack initiation site shifts
from edge to the center and then to a site between the center
and the edge. The highest adhesion strength of 65 kPa is
reached at t/L = B0.06 for both square and rectangular pillars.
At this max adhesion strength, Fig. 7 shows that delamination
initiates from internal points on the interface and propagates
across the interface for the rectangular pillar geometry
(t/L = 0.06). A video of the crack initiation and propagation is
included as Video S1 (ESI†) and it is clear that the cracks initiate
at the high stress region identified in the FE simulations (Fig. 4).
The number of initial voids is higher on the left side of the images
but voids also develop on the right side of the images suggesting
that there is a slight but not significant misalignment during
testing. The highest adhesion strength of the composite square

and rectangular pillars is comparable to the highest adhesion
strength measured on composite circular pillars. This shows that
comparable adhesion strength can be achieved as long as the
crack initiation site is away from the stress concentration at the
corner, and the internal peak stress and the tip layer thickness are
comparable to circular composite pillars.

A square pillar provides a larger contact area compared to a
circular pillar for L = R, thus given the same adhesion strength
and L = R, the force capacity for a square pillar is 27% higher
than that of a circular pillar. Note that when the pillars are
arranged in an array, the real contact area of the entire array is
also affected by the spacing between pillars. As shown in Fig. S6
(ESI†), the ratio of the minimum spacing required for square
pillars to prevent lateral sticking to the minimum spacing of
circular pillars decreases as the pillar size decreases, and the
minimum spacing required for square pillars becomes smaller
than that of circular pillars when L = R o 1 mm. The result
suggests that a square pillar array becomes more favorable
compared to a circular pillar array when the size of each
individual pillar becomes smaller. Smaller pillars generally

Fig. 8 Normal stress distribution of a square pillar with various fillet radii Rf/L near the edge along the diagonal line: (a) t/L Z 1.9 t/L = 0.1 (c) t/L = 0.06
(d) t/L = 0.02.
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have higher adhesion strengths (the adhesion strength of the

composite pillar scales with
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
GcE=R

p
24) and better resistance to

contamination.46 Besides the size of the pillar, the aspect ratio
of the pillar also affects the minimum spacing and thus the real
contact area (Fig. S7, ESI†). For short pillars (e.g., h/R = 2),
a square pillar array can always achieve higher real contact area
compared to a circular pillar array regardless of the pillar size.

The square and rectangular composite pillars have 6.5�
adhesion enhancement relative to homogenous (t/R 4 1.9)
Ecoflex pillars with the same geometry. The homogenous
(t/L = 3.4) square and rectangular pillars that fail from the
corner have an experimentally measured adhesion strength
that is B18% lower than that of a homogenous circular pillar.
Thus, the enhancement ratio for square and rectangular pillars
is higher than that of circular pillars. Notably, the higher
change in adhesion strength indicates that square or rectan-
gular pillars are a better geometry than circular pillars for active
adhesion tuning if the stiffness of the stiff base of the pillar is
actively tuned as described in our previous work.21

In the experiments and all other real scenarios, the corner
will have a finite curvature and this may result in a lower stress
near the corner compared to earlier simulations in which a
perfectly sharp corner was assumed. Moreover, in engineering
applications, non-circular pillars with fillets at the corner could
be intentionally designed to preserve the benefits of the non-
circular pillar while avoiding the potential disadvantages of the
sharp corner. It is thus important to understand the effect of
corner curvature on the local stress concentration near the
corner and the stress distribution of square pillars with
rounded corners were calculated using FE. Since the geometry
is only changed near the corner, it is expected that the change
in stress distribution is also limited to this region. To examine
the stress distribution near the corner, the normal stress along
a diagonal line (y = 451) of square pillars with various fillet
radii, Rf, are shown in Fig. 8 (the full normal stress distribution
at the adhered interface is shown in Fig. S8–S11, ESI†).
A circular pillar is equivalent to a square pillar with Rf/L = 1.

A smaller radius, Rf, not only indicates a sharper corner but
also results in a larger diagonal length, Rd, which leads to a
smaller t/Rd for a given t. Moreover, a larger Rd itself results in a
higher magnitude of the singularity, K, at the corner even with
the same normalized stress distribution (szz/szz-avg vs. r/Rd)
based on dimensional analysis in the ESI,† (eqn (S12)–(S15)),
and this means the absolute stress near the corner is higher for
smaller Rf. As a result, the overall stress distribution near the
corner is determined by those competing mechanisms. For a
homogenous square pillar (or t/R Z 1.9), a higher stress near
the corner is observed for square pillars with sharper corners
(smaller Rf/L) as expected (Fig. 8(a)). Since a homogenous pillar
fails at the corner, the magnitude of singularity at corner, K,
can be used to predict the adhesion strength.25,37 The magni-
tude of singularity obtained from FE simulation for a homo-
genous circular pillar (equivalent to a homogenous square
pillar with Rf/L = 1) is 35% lower than that of a square pillar
with Rf/L = 1/16, so the adhesion of the homogenous circular
pillar is expected to be 35% higher than that of a square pillar

with Rf/L = 1/16. For small t/L (t/L = 0.02 here), a higher stress
along the diagonal line with a smaller fillet radii is also
observed (Fig. 8(d)). However, for intermediate t/L (t/L = 0.1
and 0.06), the stress distribution along the diagonal line is
insensitive to the corner radii due to the combined effect of
changing t/Rd in this range. From these results, it is clear that
the fillet radii at corners can help to reduce stress near the
corner, but this effect is diminished for intermediate t/L by the
composite effect of smaller t/Rd.

4. Conclusions

The adhesion of composite pillars with different cross-sectional
contact shapes was investigated. Pillars with circular, square
and rectangular cross-sections were examined through experi-
ments and FE-based mechanics modeling. The mechanics of all
three cross-section geometries shows a similar dependence on
the thickness of the terminating layer: as the t/R (or t/L) ratio is
reduced, the adhesion strength first increases and then
decreases and the crack initiation site shifts from the corner
(or edge for circular pillars) to the center and finally to a
location between the perimeter and the center. By generating
a favorable stress distribution on the adhered interface and
shifting the crack initiation site away from the corner, the
square and rectangular pillars achieve the highest adhesion
strength of 65 kPa at t/L = B0.06, which is comparable to the
highest adhesion strength achieved by composite circular
pillars at t/R = 0.06. This value isB5.7 times that of the strength
of a homogenous circular Ecoflex pillar and B6.5 times that of
the strength of a homogenous square or rectangular Ecoflex
pillar. This work provides a route to avoid a reduction of
adhesion strength of fibrillar adhesives comprised of fibers
with non-circular cross-sectional contact shapes.
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